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was among the aristocAts. It was not for him to treat the English language lightly. It was the vehicle of an aristocratic mind, which recognized in it its own verbal aristocracy of long descent and high vocation. He recognized and obeyed its traditions, and he had recognized them early. He had been at first under the influence of the Greek and Lathi classics; later he came under the influence of Paradise Lost. "My prejudices/ he wrote, 'in favour of ancient literature began to wear away on Paradise Lost; and even the great hexameter sounded to me tinkling when I had recited aloud in my solitary walks on the seashore the haughty appeal of Satan and the deep penitence of Eve/
- No one who has so come under the influence of that sublime verse can ever be the same again, but in Landor it did but encourage him, upon his own proper way. He composed Gebir, a long poem, which he published in 1798. It opens:
When old Silenus calTd the Satyrs home, Satyrs then tender-hooft and ruddy-horn'd, With Bacchus and the Nymphs, he sometimes rose Amidst the tale or pastoral,  and shew'd The light of purest wisdom ; and the God Scatter'd with wholesome fruit the pleasant plains.
It was in this semi-Miltonic spirit that he separated himself ^with gladness from the Romantic literature of his day: 'I claim '.no place in the world' of letters ; I am alone and will be alone as long as I live, and after ;' 'It has been my fortune and felicity, from my earliest days, to have avoided all competitions / 'I shall dine late, but the dining room will be well lighted, the guests few and select / 'He who is within two paces of his ninetieth year may sit down and make no excuses ; he^ must be unpopular, he never tried to be much otherwise, he never contended with a contemporary, but walked alone on the far eastern uplands, meditating and remembering/ 1^ Such notes are not frequent in the critical 'confessions of English writers ; as a rule from Chaucer to Chesterton they have

